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Digital a growing piece of the weather-trigger ad market.   Radio serving up weather-triggered 
ads with a side of digital.  When snow flies, the cancellations stack up, and for radio, so do the 
weather-trigger advertisers.   But for some marketers and stations, digital is now playing just as 
big a role in their weather-related ad plans.  “We do still use radio for weather triggers as most 
consumers will still turn to the radio, particularly when electricity is out,” Mediavest EVP Maribeth 
Papuga says. “There has also been more use on digital in recent years.”   CBS Radio’s portfolio 
of all-news stations has for decades made it a popular destination for weather-trigger ads since 
marketers have ratings data showing it’s traffic, weather — and snow — that go together during 
the winter months.  “We sell digital as part of the package for our weather trigger program and it’s 
definitely now driving the sales,” says Chad Lopez, general sales manager for CBS-New York’s 
all-news sisters WINS (1010) and WCBS (880).    From full page takeovers on station websites, to 
banner ads and in-stream spots, Lopez puts digital on equal footing with on-air in the minds of most of their weather-trigger 
clients.  “We’ve always pitched it as part of the package, but over the past three years digital has become stronger and it’s 
gotten more representation in the package,” he says. What has some marketers supplementing their radio weather triggers 
with digital extensions is a strategy that looks to use a multiple-channel approach to reaching a snow-bound market.  “The 
opportunity to turn around creative is also appealing as it can be tailored to the audience more directly through some of the 
digital traffic,” Papuga says.  Papuga points out that just because dollars are doing toward digital doesn’t mean broadcasters 
aren’t getting a slice, with local TV stations’ weather apps a popular outlet for some clients.

Weather becomes a part of the marketing mix for national brands.   New Jersey-based Planalytics helps marketers 
determine the timing of their weather triggers. The company has seen its client list grow longer in recent years as more chief 
marketing officers are under pressure to find new ways to engage consumers.  “The opportunity for radio is before the storm 
when people are doing their need-based purchases,” SVP Evan Gold says, pointing to a client like Dunkin Donuts which 
uses weather triggers when they know overall store traffic is going to be higher. “Radio is good when I’m in the car and I’m 
traveling,” he says.  But when consumers are house-bound because work or schools are closed, clients look to digital.  “The 
opportunity during a weather event is to drive web-based purchasing,” he explains.  In many cases what marketers are doing 
with digital doesn’t necessarily come out of traditional weather trigger advertising budgets.  Gold says his clients will chose 
to use a storm as a reason to blast out messages to their email lists and frequent shopper clubs or post messages on social 
media. “The deployment is a relatively simple process,” he says.
  

On-air still a big part of weather triggers.   Digital may be playing an increased role in weather trigger ads, but Boston’s 
record-breaking snowfall is also showing that traditional broadcast activations are still very much in vogue — especially 
with local clients.   Take the snow plowing company that was seeking out shovel-weary New Englanders or the basement 
cleanup firm that helped people along the coast deal with flooding.  “During the 48 to 72 hours leading into an event,  there’s 
typically a very specific message that tries to capitalize on the ‘act now’ people who are stocking up and making decisions to 
get themselves shored up for the actual storm,” Greater Media-Boston director of sales Mark Keaney says.  “There’s usually 
a second layer that runs ads out of the storm for up to two weeks.”   He says they haven’t started rolling digital into weather 
trigger sales, but broadcast and digital are no longer isolated, especially as ad copy is tweaked to customize a message in 
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real-time around the storm.  For instance, a bar was asking the public to go onto its website and help name a drink special —
something that was very natural for air personalities to work into their Facebook or Twitter messages.   In other cases 
restaurants have pegged discount percentages off how much snow falls.  “It happens organically where our social feeds fill 
up with real conversations with our jocks,” Keaney says.   Even at CBS Radio, where digital is now rolled into its weather 
triggers, New York GSM Chad Lopez thinks a digital-only package would be a difficult sell to clients.  “They know, especially 
for our news stations with traffic and weather reports, that on-air drives listeners to our site,” he says.

Fewer weather triggers so far this winter.  Groundhogs, gophers and various other rodents may’ve been delivering their 
wintery predictions across America yesterday, but to retailers it’s already spring.  Retail spring, that is.   That begins on 
February 1.  So as the Midwest and Northeast again dig themselves out from another snow storm with forecasts including 
more, experts say it’s actually been a quieter winter for weather activations.  “We’re well below normal in terms of the amount 
of snowfall in the major cities,” Planalytics SVP Evan Gold says.  “Certainly, it’s well below last year.”  That’s critical because 
weather triggers capitalize on the perception of need as much as actually necessity.   Gold says the big storm to hit New 
England last week may’ve sold more shovels and scrapers than big-ticket items since it came mid-winter.   “If the same 
amount of snow fell in November or December the purchases of snow blowers would have been through the roof,” he says.  
“But we’re at the point in the winter where a lot of consumers don’t think it’s worth it for this winter.”  And that, says Chad 
Lopez, general sales manager at CBS-New York’s all-news sisters WCBS (880) and WINS (1010), illustrates why selling 
weather triggers is just half the work.  “The real challenge is you need a storm,” he says.

NextRadio scores its first million-minute day.   Saturdays aren’t typically the biggest day of the week for radio usage.  But 
two weeks ago it was a Saturday that a radio milestone was crossed.  On January 24, NextRadio for the first time logged 
more than one million minutes — or about 16, 667 hours — of listening during a single day.  Overall, more than 2.63 million 
hours of FM listening via NextRadio has now been logged.  That’s helped by a growing number of devices that are FM-
enabled, such as the Samsung Galaxy Prevail LTE which is now available to users of the Sprint and Virgin Mobile prepaid 
plans.  NextRadio developer Emmis reports the app has now been downloaded 1,575,000 times.  That’s an increase of 6.6% 
compared to a month ago — a sizeable boost no doubt in part due to plenty of new smartphones gifted during the holidays.   
Emmis says it’s “actively meeting” now with major advertising agencies about how they can use NextRadio to market their 
clients across broadcast radio and the app.  Thanks to the app’s growth curve,  Emmis says the technology has been “well 
received” by the ad community and it predicts  advertisers will begin using NextRadio ads “in the very near future.”

With ‘Bubba 98.7’ Beasley aims to keep Bubba Army engaged all day.  Music stations with 
outsized morning personalities sometimes run into problems when the host overshadows 
the station brand.   It was an issue for Howard Stern’s radio affiliates.  To avoid that, 
Beasley Media Group has wrapped its newest station around its star morning show and 
woven him into the entire station’s fabric.  Like Stern’s satellite radio channels that carry his 
name, Tampa’s WHFS-FM is now “Bubba 98.7,” built around the top-rated Tampa morning 
man. Its airstaff is made up entirely of Bubba sidekicks. Manson (noon-3pm), Ned (3pm-
7pm) and 25 Cent (7pm-midnight) introduce morning show bits or provide their own often 
raunchy commentary.  Targeting men 25-49, the music is a blend of hard classic rock (AC/DC, Bush, Guns N Roses), classic 
alternative (Beastie Boys, Nirvana, Red Hot Chili Peppers) and active rock (Avenged Sevenfold, Five Finger Death Punch, 
Korn).  In short, the music heard on Bubba’s former Tampa radio homes:  “98 Rock” WXTB and “102.5 The Bone” WHPT 
when it was a hard classic rock.  There’s just enough unpredictability to justify the station’s “radio without rules” slogan and 
quips that Bubba “took some mushrooms and picked the songs.”  “We’ve certainly done research but some of the titles are 
Bubba researched — songs he feels strongly about,” market manager Kent Dunn says, like an occasional Notorious B.I.G. 
or Eazy-E tune.  Building WHFS-FM around “a Tampa icon” will help keep the Bubba Army around for the rest of the day.  
“He has such a strong brand here,” Dunn says.  Keeping true to his “Power Pig” WFLZ roots, there’s lots of trash-talking the 
competition on “Bubba 98.7,” in particular “Bone” morning host Mike Calta, a former Bubba sidekick.
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The Power of Radio: Talk radio has ‘great sway’ over voters in GOP primaries.  Talk radio may 
suffer from sagging ratings but its political impact remains resilient, Republican insiders say.  “There 
is no doubt that talk radio will have an influence on primaries as they roll through the calendar,” 
GOP strategist Bill Cortese tells the Washington Post.  The comments appear in a story headlined, 
“Jeb Bush has a serious talk radio problem,” which makes the case that the former two-term Florida 
governor’s center-right stance is deplorable to conservative talkers who see him as “Republican in 
name only.”  Bush’s position has been openly criticized by talk radio hosts, which the Post suggests 
could be a liability for his potential White House run.  “Hosts like [Laura] Ingraham and Rush Limbaugh 
have great sway over many of the voters who show up to GOP primary elections, even if conservative 
talk radio itself has taken a ratings plunge in recent years,” the Post says. The story points to former House Majority Leader 
Eric Cantor’s loss in last year’s primaries as emblematic of the “the influence that conservative radio shows still hold.”  Cantor 
(R-VA) lost to Dave Brat, a relatively unknown professor whose campaign benefited from Ingraham’s on-air support.  But 
then, not all candidates supported by Ingraham won their primary bids. Ingraham says Jeb Bush and his brother, former 
President George W. Bush, have avoided talk radio.  “The Bushes didn’t like coming on talk radio,” Ingraham said on her 
show last week. “We were the ugly stepchildren of the media.”

New rulings mean a new playbook for station interns.  The time has passed when interns are considered “free labor.”  
That’s according to Garvey Schubert Barer attorney Judy Endejan, who in a memo to media outlets spells out some of the 
ways stations can continue using interns without getting caught up in a flurry of lawsuits against employers.   “The simplest,” 
she says, “is to establish an internship program that pays the employee minimum wage.”  It’s a growing trend.  A 2013 survey 
found that 73% of internships at for-profit companies were paid positions.  But recognizing that many stations are unlikely to 
do so, Endejank says there are other ways to lessen the chances that a broadcaster will be sued.  She suggests developing 
a formal plan that not only complies with local, state and federal labor laws, but also includes an intern signing paperwork 
that clearly confirms at the outset their unpaid status.  However, Endejan points out if the intern isn’t paid, they can’t be 
treated like they’re an employee or used to replace regular paid staff.  “The internship experience must be planned to provide 
the primary benefit to the intern rather than the employee,” Endejan says.  That means routine filing, data entry and coffee 
runs that have for so long been part of the intern experience should now largely be a thing of the past.  Rather than doing the 
grunt work, the environment should instead be focused on teaching skills that can be applied to any job in the industry — not 
just that specific station.  “The more the program is structured to provide education, the more it will be viewed as providing 
scholastic credit in lieu of monetary compensation,” Endejan says.  And while many interns hope to one day work in radio, 
attorneys suggest stations make it clear they won’t automatically be assured of a job when the internship ends. 

Sniffle season brings Walgreens to top of radio ad list.  Cold and flu season isn’t just selling a lot of tissues.  It also means 
plenty of spot time for Walgreens.  The drug store chain was radio’s biggest-volume advertiser last week, airing 40,527 spots 
on stations tracked by Media Monitors.  Home Depot, Geico, AutoZone and McDonald’s round out the first half of the Spot 
Ten.  Media Monitors says the three big tax prep services are just outside the top 10 with H&R Block (No. 16), Jackson Hewitt 
(No. 18) and Turbo Tax (No. 20) running a combined 49, 539 on stations it tracks. And ahead of Valentine’s Day, several 
jewelry retailers also boosted the number of ads they ran on radio last week.

Obama budget again tries for spectrum fees on broadcasters.  President Obama’s budget proposal for fiscal 2016 is 
reviving an idea that has united broadcasters, wireless carriers and the tech industry in opposition.  The White House is 
once again proposing a new federal fee on spectrum use.   The newly-released 2016 spending outline would give the FCC 
the authority to charge companies for their use of spectrum.  In the first year alone, the Obama budget calls for collecting 
$225 million from spectrum users.  By 2025 it estimated more than $4.8 billion would be netted for the federal government 
from the proposed fees.   No specifics are included for what radio or any other industry would be charged.  “Fees would be 
phased in over time to determine the appropriate application and level for fees,” the FCC budget proposal says.  But the 
end game, according to the outline, is to “promote efficient use” of the airwaves. The Obama administration has proposed 
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spectrum fees twice before — in the current fiscal year and in fiscal 2011.   Last year the President’s budget was largely 
sidelined.  Four years ago, a coordinated effort by the telecom industries argued that an additional fee would be particularly 
harmful to small businesses, which are leading job creators in the new economy. Republican leaders in Congress say the 
latest Obama proposal, with a variety of new taxes, is dead on arrival.  
  

Proposed FCC budget: $338 million.  Outside of the homeland security apparatus, perhaps no federal 
agency has seen its mission expand over the past decade more than the FCC as wireless and digital 
technologies have exploded.  But the number of full-time employees at the agency is budgeted to drop by 
40 in the fiscal year beginning October 1.   The FCC budget would, however, climb 14% to $388 million 
if the Obama administration gets its way.  But nearly all of the new funds would go to help the FCC 
either relocate to a new headquarters or to rework its current office space inside the Portals building in 
Washington.  The feds say they’re working to figure out the “most cost effective alternative” and either 
option will save the government as much as $119 million over the next 15 years.  The FCC will also use 
a small portion of its budget increase to improve its IT infrastructure. 

After web-only experiment, triple A baseball team renews radio deal.   One year after the Syracuse Chiefs returned to 
broadcast radio on Cumulus Media’s sports “The Score 1260” WSKO, Syracuse, NY, the minor league baseball team has 
renewed its deal with the station for the 2015 and 2016 seasons.  “One of our top priorities with the new Syracuse Chiefs 
last year was returning the team to radio,” Chiefs general manager Jason Smorol said in a statement. “Our fans called for 
our games to be on radio, and we teamed up with Cumulus to make that happen.”  The Triple A affiliate of the Washington 
Nationals went web-only during the 2013 season, only to find listeners weren’t satisfied with only being able to hear the play-
by-play online.  Kevin Brown will return for his fifth season in the broadcast booth and first full season as lead broadcaster.  
He’ll be joined by Eric Gallanty, inbound from the Salem Red Sox of the Carolina League. 
 

EMF seeks another Bay Area move.  Educational Media Foundation is asking the FCC to allow it to move the transmitter 
site for contemporary Christian “K-Love” KLVS, Livermore, CA (107.3) closer into the Bay Area.  The move would give it better 
coverage of the San Francisco and San Jose markets.  While the proposed move doesn’t meet separation requirements with 
Cumulus Media’s classic rock “107.7 The Bone” KSAN or CBS Radio’s all-news KCBS (740) simulcast on KFRC-FM (106.9),  
the filing notes KLVS’s grandfathered short-spaced Class B status means there are interference protection requirements 
on second- and third-adjacent stations.  EMF bought KLVS for $10 million in 2011.  In 2012 it moved the FM to its current 
Livermore, CA city of license from the Stockton market.
 

Inside Radio News Ticker…Marketron adds VP of sales…Continuing to expand its sales team, Marketron has recruited 
20-year radio sales vet Todd Kalman as VP of sales.  Kalman spent 18 years with iHeartMedia in Minneapolis. Most recently 
he was VP/director of sales for CBS Radio in Tampa.  Kalman will head up business development.  In addition to its core radio 
traffic and advertising products, Marketron has expanded its offerings during the past few years to include a suite of digital 
and mobile products and services…MDCD hires DC lobbyist…The Maryland-District of Columbia-Delaware Broadcasters 
Association may be within a short drive of the Capitol, but the trade group has hired its first lobbying firm to work on its behalf 
inside Washington.  A federal disclosure form says Charles Marshall of the firm Brooks, Pierce, McLendon, Humphrey & 
Leonard will lobby on “issues affecting radio and television stations, which may include issues relating to music royalties, 
retransmission of local television signals, tax deductibility of advertising, and possible reviews of the Communications Act 
and copyright law”…No Euro-sale for CCO: report…IHeartMedia’s sister Clear Channel Outdoor company has reportedly 
put the sale of its European business on hold.   Reuters quotes multiple sources who said that the strengthening dollar has 
made a sale less attractive.  In effect, the company would bring fewer dollars back to the U.S. because of a weaker exchange 
rate against the euro which is at 12-year lows.  Reuters says the proceeds of the sale would have been used to help pay 
down iHeartMedia debt…People Moves…Cumulus Media promotes Topeka programmer Steve Mills to a corporate digital 
role.  Read the latest People Moves HERE.
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MARKET MANAGER & SALES EXECUTIVES
Nashville/Memphis/Kansas City/Ft. Wayne/Modesto/

Fresno/Lincoln/Omaha

Bott Radio Network a national leader in quality Christian Talk Radio 
is seeking an experienced Market Managers & Sales Executives 
in several markets. The ideal candidate will have at least five years’ 
prior experience in sales management and outside sales. Candidate 
must have a proven sales in achieving team goals and individual sales 
goals. Must have superior leadership and communication skills, and 
the ability to train and develop top performing sales people to grow 
local and regional revenue. Must be skilled at prospecting, qualifying 
and closing new accounts, while servicing existing accounts, including 
effective scheduling, copywriting, exceptional account service and 
computer skills. Radio experience is preferred. If your experience is 
a good match, send your resume and cover letter to: 
 
Pat Rulon 
10550 Barkley
Overland Park, Kansas 66212

Or you may fax to Pat Rulon at 913.642.1319,
or email: prulon@bottradionetwork.com                   E.O.E.

GENERAL SALES MANAGER - SAN FRANCISCO
iHeartMedia San Francisco has an opening for a General Sales 
Manager.  This is a leadership and sales role responsible for managing 
an extended team of Account Executives and working collaboratively 
with other market GSMs.  

Primary responsibilities include generating station sales revenue 
and achieving sales goals; identifying, developing, and managing a 
group of local sellers; growing and deepening customer relationships 
that translate into sales; and, general management activities that 
support sales (eg, reporting, incentive plan creation, performance 
management, ongoing routines, etc.), and achieving sales & revenue 
targets with ever more sophisticated clients in a dynamic & highly 
competitive marketplace.  

The GSM will create revenue by having a deep understanding of their 
clients’ needs and the local marketplace, and through coaching & 
guiding their team of local sellers. 

College degree and two years related experience 
and/or training, or equivalent combination of 
education/experience preferred.
 
For a full list of qualifications and 
requirements, or to apply for this 
position, please CLICK HERE.

iHeartMedia is an equal opportunity employer.

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS SALES - 
ANY U.S. LOCATION

Triton Digital’s Publisher 
Development Team is 
responsible for building Triton’s 
audio publisher network through 
the direct-sale and licensing 
of Triton’s AMP Platform and 
Triton’s Audio Platform. Success 
in this digital solutions role will 
require proven talent in sales, a 
knowledge & passion for digital 
media, as well as the ability to 
manage through a complex sales 
process. Strong communication & 
presentation skills are essential as 
well as an entrepreneurial desire 
to help prospective and current 
clients grow their business with 
Triton solutions. E.O.E. 

If the description above depicts 
you, send resume to: 

jobs@tritondigital.com
tritondigital.com/about-us/

careers

qual GM - MINNESOTA

Rare GM opening for Hubbard 
radio in northern Minnesota!

Hubbard Broadcasting, Inc. 
is looking for an energetic, 
motivated and creative manager 
to lead our five radio stations 
in Bemidji, MN.  As GM you will 
oversee sales, marketing and 
operations of KZY 95.5, Z99, 
KB101, WQXJ 104.5 and 
KBUN.  The last management 
team was in place for over 25 
years so it’s a rare opportunity to 
lead our five strong brands in a 
robust and competitive market.  
Sales background is preferred but 
not required.  The opportunity 
provides the best of both worlds—
small market localism with major 
market resources. We can’t wait 
to hear from you!  Send letter 
& resume to: Dan Seeman, 
dseeman@hbi.com. EOE
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